
 

NORD STAGE 3 88 WORKSTATION 88 NOTE PESATE - RENTAL  

3.999,00 € tax included  
Reference: *NS388

NORD STAGE 3 88 WORKSTATION 88 NOTE
PESATE

Clavia Nord Stage 3 88, stagepiano' 88-key weighted' master level control' wooden pitch stick' modulation wheel' 400 programs - 8
banks with 10 pages each. each page has 5 program locations' song mode - 8 banks with 50 songs, 5 programs per song' 5 live buffers'
2 individual slot setups' 3 morph sources (modulation wheel, control pedal, aftertouch)' global mono output' programmable transpose +/-
6 semitones' master clock functionality with manual, external and tap-tempo rate control' internal and midi clock source' midi over usb
functionality' level control' aftertouch' up to 3 split points (4 keyboard zones) with visual led indication between zones' 3 split point width
(crossfade) options: lrg, sml or off' keyboard zones editor mode' 2gb memory for the nord piano library' nord lead a1 synth engine with
sample playback' dedicated oled display for oscillator functions' 480 mb for the nord sample library' nord c2d organ engine' model 122
vintage rotary speaker - available per slot' delay with added feedback filters and analog mode' filter mode with resonance' separate
compressor per slot with amount and fast mode' separate reverb per slot with bright mode' 4 assignable audio outputs - 6,35 mm jacks,
unbalanced' stereo headphone output - 6,35 mm stereo jack' 1 monitor input - 3,5 mm stereo jack' sustain pedal - 6,35 mm jack - use a
momentary pedal' sustain input compatible with nord triple pedal (sold separately)' rotor pedal -6,35 mm jack. use a momentary pedal or
a switch type pedal' organ swell pedal - 6,35 mm trs stereo jack. use a control/expression' control pedal - 6,35 mm trs stereo jack. use a
control/expression' program change pedal input - 6,35 mm jack. use a momentary two-button pedal' midi in - 5 pin din connectors' midi
out - 5 pin din connectors' usb - type b connector for usb midi, software update and sound transfer' power cord with iec c14 connector'
included accessories: dust cover' sustain pedal' power cord' nord sample and piano dvds' usb cord, dimensions wdh: 1287 x 334 x 118
mm' weight: 19 kg
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